SENIORS
Although Cheshire’s beautiful
parks, gardens and visitor
attractions are now closed, there
are some great resources that
they have on offer for learning
opportunities. With lots of
children learning from home,
we have tailored some activities
aimed at senior years education
with helpful links from our partners
across Cheshire.

#OURCHESHIREATHOME @visitchesterandcheshire

VISIT CHESHIRE
HOME SCHOOL
RESOURCE PACK...

CANAL & RIVER TRUST

Although you can’t currently visit the waterways,
discover a collection of learning resources online
including virtual tours!

VIEW ONLINE
LEARNING GUIDES
TWITTER

@canalrivertrust

FACEBOOK

Canal River Trust

#OURCHESHIREATHOME

Canal & River Trust is the charity
who look after and bring to life
2,000 miles of waterways, including
Cheshire’s Anderton Boat Lift, National
Waterways Museum and the River
Weaver.

TATTON PARK

Visit the Tatton Park Gardens on GOOGLE MAPS
Make learning about nature fun with Tatton Park Farm’s weekly ‘5 Farmyard
Fact’ films, each delivered by members of the Farm Team VIEW ACTIVITY

CLICK THE LINKS & LEARN HOW TO MAKE A...
BUG HOTEL

BIRD FEEDER

FROM WWII TO BOREDOM BUSTERS,
VIEW THE FULL LEARNING HUB HERE

BIODEGRADABLE PLANT POT

TWITTER @tatton_park
FACEBOOK Tatton Park

#OURCHESHIREATHOME

Boasting an area of over 1000
acres, Tatton Park, a historic estate,
comprises of a deer park, a farm, a
manor house and beautiful gardens,
making it an excellent attraction for
edutainment! Here’s a selection of
activities for home learning:

DUNHAM MASSEY

#OURCHESHIREATHOME

A house filled with treasures, an ancient
deer park and a renowned family garden,
300 years of history have unfolded at
Dunham Massey. Home to two great
families, the Booths and the Greys; their
stories of fortune, scandal and duty can
still be felt across the estate today.

EXPLORE THE GARDENS OF
DUNHAM MASSEY
LEARN ALL ABOUT THE
HONEY BEES
MEET THE
DUNHAM DEER

TWITTER

@dunhammasseyNT

FACEBOOK

Dunham Massey

QUARRY BANK MILL
#OURCHESHIREATHOME

Quarry Bank Mill was founded by Samuel
Greg in 1784 and was used as a textile
mill in the Industrial Revolution. Today it
is a National Trust museum, showcasing
the history of the Greg family who ran the
mill, and key equipment used in the textile
industry.

DISCOVER MORE ABOUT
THE MILL’S TEXTILES
LEARN ABOUT POWER
GENERATION AT THE MILL
THE FIRST WORLD WAR
AT QUARRY BANK

TWITTER

@quarrybankNT

FACEBOOK

Quarry Bank NT

TEGG’S NOSE COUNTRY PARK

#OURCHESHIREATHOME

Tegg’s Nose Country Park is located close
to Macclesfield in Cheshire on the western
edge of the Peak District National Park.
Views from Tegg’s Nose overlook nearby
Macclesfield Forest and across to the
summit of Shutlingsloe, which is the second
highest point in Cheshire, as well as the
Telecoms Tower on Sutton Common and the
Macclesfield Canal. On clear days you can also
see as far as the Welsh Hills and Liverpool in
the west across the Cheshire plain!

DISCOVER A VIRTUAL
ECOLOGICAL TRAIL
TAKE AN ‘ARMCHAIR WALK’
AROUND TEGG’S PARK

FACEBOOK
Teggs Nose

CHESTER ZOO

Download Chester Zoo’s new wildlife game HERE where
you can transform your home into a jungle and help save
orangutans, chimpanzees & gorillas. Join a team of
wildlife scientists and protect the last wild spaces on earth.

TWITTER

@chesterzoo #thezoo

FACEBOOK

Chester Zoo

ENJOY VIRTUAL TOURS
OF #THEZOO HERE

DISCOVER ALL EDUCATION
RESOURCES HERE

#OURCHESHIREATHOME

If you haven’t yet visited Chester Zoo,
you may have grown fond of one of its
35,000 animals featured on popular
Channel 4 series ‘The Secret Life of the
Zoo’. Now with creative, conservationthemed downloads, and age-related
search features, it is certainly worth
paying #thezoo a virtual visit!

REASEHEATH MINI ZOO

Whilst you are currently unable to visit the zoo,
discover their exciting learning resources online.

LEARN ABOUT ANIMAL
FOOD CHAINS AND
NATURAL HABITATS

TWITTER

@reaseheathzoo

FACEBOOK

Reaseheath Mini Zoo

#OURCHESHIREATHOME

Reaseheath Mini Zoo is set in the scenic
rural grounds of Reaseheath College.
During your visit you will see species
from around the world, why not catch a
keeper talk during your visit to find out
more about our collection or book one of
our many zoo experiences.

GROZONE

DISCOVER LEARNING
RESOURCES HERE
TWITTER

@grozonecheshire

#OURCHESHIREATHOME

Grozone is a community horticultural
and nature project based in Northwich.
With advice about seed sowing
indoors, identifying trees and weeds,
as well as much more, it provides
some excellent science resources
for you and your youngsters to try
together.

JODRELL BANK...

Make a #RainbowsOfHope spectroscope following THESE INSTRUCTIONS
Learn how to make a rainbow in your garden HERE
Why not try your own experiment to see why there are craters on the moon and
why they are different sizes? #WatchTheSkies VIEW ACTIVITY
Learn more about the stars VIEW ACTIVITY
Click here for
science learning
at home

Click here for
more learning
resources

#capturethemoon
with Jodrell Bank’s
photo competiton

TWITTER & FACEBOOK
@jodrellbank

#OURCHESHIREATHOME

Jodrell Bank is one of the world’s
largest radio telescopes, located
near Macclesfield, Cheshire. The
observatory was established in 1945
and is now a UNESCO world heritage
site, which means it has an extremely
special, physical significance. Look at
some of the links below to take part in
some science learning at home:

LION SALT WORKS

FIND OUT HERE
TWITTER

@lionsaltworks @cwacmuseums

FACEBOOK

Lion Salt Works

#OURCHESHIREATHOME

Despite closing as an open pan salt
works in 1986, this is now a museum,
showcasing the history and science of
Cheshire’s salt production. We all use
salt in some way in our daily lives, but
what exactly is it?

DEWA ROMAN EXPERIENCE

#OURCHESHIREATHOME

Usually you can get hands on at this
visitor attraction by experiencing the
sights, sounds and smells of Roman
Chester. Now you can learn all about the
Romans from the comfort of your own
home, with this interactive presentation
which includes games and puzzles, courtesy
of The Dewa Roman Experience!

DISCOVER HERE
FACEBOOK

Dewa Roman Experience

HACK GREEN

SECRET NUCLEAR
BUNKER

GO BEHIND THE SCENES
OF THE BUNKER
DISCOVER THE SECRET
HISTORY OF THE BUNKER

#OURCHESHIREATHOME

For over 60 years this vast underground
complex remained secret. The 35,000
sq ft underground bunker would have
been the centre of regional government
had nuclear war broken out. Entering
through the massive blast doors, you are
transported into the chilling world of the
Cold War. Re-built at a cost of over £32m,
see the governments preparations for
nuclear war and step into the lives of
those who worked here.

NATIONAL MUSEUMS

CLICK HERE FOR MORE
TWITTER
@nml_muse

FACEBOOK

National Museums Liverpool

If this interests
you, perhaps
consider joining a
Young Archaeology
society...

CHESHIRE EAST &
WARRINGTON
CHESHIRE WEST

#OURCHESHIREATHOME

Why not check out the Malpas Hoard
and Knutsford Hoard from National
Museums Liverpool? These hoardes,
which form port of the museum’s
Regional Archaeology Collection, have
been discovered throughout Cheshire
through use of metal detectors, and
reported to archaeologists through the
Portable Antiquities Scheme.

NANTWICH MUSEUM
Nantwich Museum has gone digital!
Discover a daily programme of posts and
activities on their Facebook page.

MORE ABOUT

NANTWICH MUSEUM

The Main Gallery explores former industries including salt making, clock making
and the shoe and clothing industries. You can also find out about some of the more
disastrous events to impact the town such as the 1583 Great Fire of Nantwich. The
Cheese Room traces through the Victorian era to the present day. Cheshire cheese is
the oldest named British cheese and Nantwich has been a centre for producing and
selling Cheshire cheese. Always changing, the Millennium Gallery hosts a programme
of historic and art exhibitions with individuals and groups encouraged to use and hire
this space.

TWITTER @nantwichmuseum
FACEBOOK Nantwich Museum

#OURCHESHIREATHOME

CHECK IT OUT HERE

WE CAN’T WAIT
TO WELCOME YOU
AND YOUR FAMILY BACK
TO #OURCHESHIRE SOON!
We hope you enjoyed learning all about
Cheshire, in the meantime stay in-the-know
with us on social media and plan your
future trip at visitcheshire.com

#OURCHESHIREATHOME @visitchesterandcheshire

SEE YOU SOON

